
The 8-ft vertical AirGo™ delivers airflow half the length of a football field, yet is 
quiet enough to carry on a friendly conversation directly in front of the fan. Fully 
assembled and no installation, AirGo delivers the breeze without delay – where 
and when you need it most. On average your AirGo will be in operation within 
5 business days of your call. Beat the heat!

Minimal Assembly
  No installation needed,  

just attach wheels

 Factory pre-assembled

 OSHA compliant, protective cage

Mobility
  Indoor/outdoor casters with 

rubber tread for easy movement

  Simply plug AirGo into any 110 V, 
20 A receptacle

Low Noise
  Even at full speed, conversations 

can be conducted easily

  43.2 dBA at maximum speed - 
AirGo delivers immediate relief 
without the noise

Versatility
  Floor-to-ceiling coverage with  

easy adjustments

  Aim down aisles, over and around 
obstacles, compact work areas, 
and low or obstructed ceilings

Durability
  Powder coated “safety yellow” 

for resistance to weather and 
corrosion - indoors or out 

  Approximately 6,000 square feet 
of floor coverage area

  Cooling breeze measured at  
140 feet – that's almost half a 
football field!

No Equal.

Air. On The Go. Now!
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No Equal.

 Technical Specifications
 Dimensions (W x H x D)  96" (2.44 m) x 101" (2.57 m) x 30” (0.76 m)

 Controller  AirGo variable speed control

 Input power 115 VAC

 Motor  1.0 HP

 Maximum speed 180 RPM

 Maximum amps 12 A

 Sound level (maximum speed)*  43.2 dBA

 Weight (as shown)  450 lbs

 *dBA as measured 20' from fan center, background noise ~ 33 - 36 dBA
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•  Air speeds are the average velocity  
for each zone

•  Air speeds were measured 67" from  
the floor

•  Perceived cooling (parentheses) based on 
ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Tool (air temp 
85°F, relative humidity 50%, clo 0.5)
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